Very new waves in very old meridians: quantum medical physics of the living.
In 1982, Prof. Sik'Ko and co-workers found that human beings have energetic channels where a circulation of coherent millmeter microwaves takes place. Each individual has frequencies specific to the individual (Eigenfrequencies) situated between 40 and 70 GHz. Administration of coherent microwaves of frequencies on biologically active points of the channels (at the acupuncture points of the meridians) restores normal function and health by creating maximal vasodilation, restoration of immunologic parameters and balance between coagulation and fibrinolysis. A large amount of diseases can be treated, even preventively. As the intensities of these microwaves become very low and approach the quantum level, side effects are rare and contra-indications are very few. Coherent microwaves reflect at extremities, creating microsystems of holographic projections. Contrary to this, exposure to high intensity microwaves is potentially very harmful. Therefore, it is necessary for humans to take precautions and protect themselves accordingly.